Cooperative is a form of cooperation in the economy, this cooperation occurs because of the similarity of their daily lives. They jointly seek daily needs, company needed related to institutions and households. In essence cooperative economic organizations of the people who go round social character, consisting of the person or legal entity that is based on the principle of kinship, where the cooperative is in accordance with the spirit of mutual cooperation Indonesian nation.

Cooperative aims to promote the welfare of its members in particular and society in general as well as building layout of the national economy in order to realize a fair society advanced, and prosperous based on Pancasila and the Constitution of 1945. The aim of researchers is to be achieved is as follows: (1) determine the activities and The primary implementation army cooperative (2) determine how the implementation of the cooperative when in prespektifkan with compiling economic laws of sharia.

The formulation of the issues raised in this time authors are: (1) how the primary implementation army cooperative (2) how the primary implementation army cooperative economics perspective compilation sharia law.

These results indicate that the primary implementation army cooperative is (1) the primary implementation army cooperative members should make the deposit in advance in order to be managed by the cooperative board and made two business units, namely unit shopping and savings and loans unit and after it will be distributed the results of his efforts in a way distribution of net income and the loan is diperkenakan using a special unit of the cooperative members themselves and must replace the loan in case of late it will be deducted from the monthly salary as members of the military because it has become an agreement in the Annual Meeting of Members which the salaries of members joined in cooperative pledged as collateral (2) the implementation of existing military cooperation in the parent regiment military area accordingly if diprespektifkan with mudharabah that all members of the deposit to the cooperative and after that the pengurs doing business is to create two business units, namely unit stores and store unit loan and will be managed and shared the results using the method of apportionment of net income while in the execution of the loan using Rahn way that each member must repay the loan, and if it is not returned the money salary as a member of the military will be cut in order to change their loans from borrowers.